JIG WELDING MACHINERY

BUILDING RELATIONSHIPS THROUGH TECHNLOGY

Clifford Machines & Technology has a proud tradition of almost 50 years of producing
affordable, reliable, innovative and productive capital equipment to markets throughout
the world.
Our core customer philosophy is to create meaningful and mutually beneficial
relationships with our customers and enter into long term sustainable partnerships
engendering trust, respect, growth, and profitability. Many of our customers who have
joined the Clifford Family have rewarded our focus to this philosophy by ordering
multiple machines from us over the years.

INNOVATION
Advanced welding systems
Low power consumption
Quick set up times
Multiple configurations
Online system monitoring

ENGINEERING
Modular design
Upgradeable
Robust construction
Continuous production
Low maintenance

FLEXIBILITY
Component tracability
Remote diagnostics
Worldwide technical service
Full documentation & manuals

SUPPORT

BUILDING RELATIONSHIPS THROUGH TECHNLOGY

Clifford was the first to actively design

manufatcure and market the jig welder
concept over 20 years ago. While there have
been many pretenders, Clifford maintains its
market dominance having supplied over 500
units all over the world.
Depending on the application and process,
there are three transformer options. It is a
truly versatile welder which is able to weld
wire, sheet, bar, angle and any other ferrous
material.

 Freely programmable welding heads
 Drive system with direct servo drives.
 Accurate positioning system with AC servo
motors with precision of +/ 0,2mm.
 Ability to weld two different parts on the
two jigs, with auto program selection from
jig position sensors.
 Quick change jigging system.
 Full program edit facilities.
 Safety fence, with interlocked gate.

Clifford's versatile welder electrodes
can be designed and manufactured to
specifically suit the product being welded.

Electrode tips are interchangeable, allowing a
single machine to weld a wide variety of
different products.
Varying the electrode configuration allows for
multiple products to be run on the same jig
without having to write a separate program or
change electrodes between products,
reducing changeover times, and increasing
operating efficiency.

Products with varying heights can be
accommodated with Cliffords servo driven
ZAxis electrodes.

BUILDING RELATIONSHIPS THROUGH TECHNLOGY

Clifford's versatile jig welder allows
a single operator the ability to process
welded parts seamlessly and without
production stoppage. While the operator
prepares the material for welding on the
operator side of the table, the welder is
welding the product on the other side of the
table.







Increased safety.
Consistent quality.
Increased flexibility.
Extremely fast changeover times.
Reduced labour costs.

Please note that all product specifications, technical data and pictures within this brochure may change due to continued improvement to our
machines.
If your product requirement is outside the stated figures within this brochure, please contact us to find out how your product can be
accommodated.
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